In Class Activities
Introduction and Overview of CIMTE 365
Complete CIMTE class survey
Establish student computer account for the Technology and Education Center
Check and setup UNM mail accounts.
Review email grading criteria

Lab Activity:
Setting up a filing system
Introducing Me (A Multimedia Activity)
Pair and Share Activity
Share Multimedia Presentations (In pairs then present to the class individually)

Homework
Read the course Syllabus

After reading the article Separating the Wheat from the Chaff (Pg. #115) article you need to evaluate two web sites of your choosing. However they should be focused on teaching and learning with technology. The evaluation should be based on the questions covered on page #116 of this article. This paper is due at the beginning of the next class

(Send the instructor an email it should be a joke) his email is smithxix@unm.edu

A one page e-mail attachment describing a teacher that has influenced you in some way. (This need to be well though out and grammatically correct. It should be at least one page long and double spaced) this is due by 2/3/03)